
5: Can God Make a Rock So Big He Can’t Lift It? 
 

 
 
Suggested Facebook Posts 
FB: When speaking of God’s omnipotence, Christians are not claiming, “God can do anything 
at all.” Instead, omnipotence refers to God’s power to do anything which is both consistent 
with His holy character and logically possible. The “big rock” question asks if God can do 
something logically impossible. His inability to do such a thing does not count against His 
power. For example, God cannot make a square circle. So what? It’s a nonsense task. 
Likewise, it is a logical impossibility (and a nonsense thing to ask) for God to make a rock so 
big that He can’t lift it. And since God always acts in ways that are consistent with His holy 
nature, His inability to lie or sin does not count against His omnipotence either (Nm 23:19; Ti 
1:2; Jms 1:13). The things that are true about His character will always be true, and He cannot 
do anything to contradict them. Learn more about Apologetics and God’s character, by 
visiting ApologeticsBible.com. 
 
FB: This non-question of smug skeptics actually reminds us that we serve a logical, coherent, 
and all-powerful God. Reason and coherence are hard-wired into the fabric of reality—
reflecting the orderly God who created it. Contradictory questions and meaningless word 
puzzles such as the big rock question implode on themselves and remind us that we will 
never be able to outsmart the Lord. Nothing we can do and no question we ask could ever 
disprove God’s omnipotence and perfect power. Discover how Apologetics can fuel your 
faith at ApologeticsBible.com 
 
Suggested Tweets 
TWEET: (from Blog) No question we ask could ever disprove God’s omnipotence and perfect 
power. #ConfidentFaith bit.ly/More2C 
 
TWEET: (from TM – pg 160) In the war between truth & doubt, nothing outweighs the battle 
over a certain plot of Jerusalem-area real estate. #ConfidentFaith bit.ly/More2C 
 
TWEET: (from ASBS pg. 1122) John 3:5 has been twisted to justify the mistaken belief that 
water baptism is required for salvation. #ConfidentFaith bit.ly/More2C 
 


